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FHWA created INVEST to help state departments of transportation (DOTs), metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs), local transportation agencies, project teams, and others assess and improve the sustainability of transportation projects and programs. FHWA built INVEST using input and advice from transportation professionals, with the specific needs of the aforementioned agencies in mind. As a result, the information in INVEST is practical and tangible, and relates to activities transportation organizations do every day. It translates broad sustainability principles into specific actions, and provides transportation professionals a way to measure sustainability. INVEST helps transportation agencies go above and beyond minimum requirements to promote responsible stewardship.

Since INVEST became available, transportation agencies from around the country have been implementing it to evaluate and improve their projects and programs and to accomplish agency-wide sustainability goals. This section includes specific examples of how transportation agencies are using INVEST to advance and instill better business practices, facilitate sustainability on projects and programs, educate staff and stakeholders to improve understanding of sustainable practices, and promote internal and external communication and outreach. As illustrated in the figure below, INVEST offers multiple approaches and applications to help your agency in achieving specific sustainability goals.

**Figure: Approaches to Achieving Sustainability Goals**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOAL</th>
<th>APPROACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advance Better Business Practices</td>
<td>Make a Business Case for Sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monitor Performance and Benchmark with INVEST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrate Sustainability into Projects and Programs</td>
<td>Improve the Sustainability of Specific Transportation Projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Keep Projects on Track to Meet Your Sustainability Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide Contractors with Incentives for Maximizing Sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improve the Planning Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conduct Programmatic Evaluations and Modify Agency Guidelines to Address Sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximize Sustainability of Operations and Maintenance Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve Education and Understanding of Sustainability</td>
<td>Change the Perception of Sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide a Consistent Reference for Sustainable Practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Motivate and Encourage Innovations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emphasize Outcomes over Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Build Intellectual Capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitate Internal and External Communication and Outreach</td>
<td>Encourage Internal Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facilitate External Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Demonstrate a Commitment to Sustainability and Self-improvement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Advance Better Business Practices

MAKE A BUSINESS CASE FOR SUSTAINABILITY

Agencies who consider sustainability intangible and difficult to measure will likely appreciate the concise and results-driven approaches to sustainable transportation planning, design, and operations and maintenance provided within INVEST. INVEST has proven to provide measureable and quantifiable results and summarizes the primary and secondary environmental, social, and economic benefits of each criterion.

Many INVEST criteria have potential cost savings associated with their implementation, some of which are highlighted in the INVEST Cost Savings Report. Analyses of INVEST criteria that agencies have used have shown quantifiable economic benefits.

There are six criteria for which FHWA conducted a formal analysis to determine the potential cost savings of the criterion. These are called INVEST Cost Saving Narratives. The following criteria (based on INVEST Version 1.0/1.1) have a narrative and are summarized in Figure below: SP-06, SP-09, PD-14, PD-20, OM-08, and OM-12. These narratives quantifiably show how implementation of each of the criterion can save money and reduce costs.

**Figure: INVEST Cost Saving Narratives**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Agency Benefit</th>
<th>Road User Benefit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System Planning</td>
<td>Safety Planning (SP-06)</td>
<td>Reduce costs from crashes for emergency response, property damage, administrative, legal, liability</td>
<td>Savings in crash property damage, travel delays, workplace productivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Planning</td>
<td>Travel Demand Management (SP-09)</td>
<td>Avoid expensive capacity investments by reducing congestion and parking demand</td>
<td>Cost savings associated with congestion reduction and improved reliability and enhanced overall mobility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Development</td>
<td>Systems Operations (PD-14)</td>
<td>Avoid expensive capacity investments</td>
<td>Reduced congestion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Development</td>
<td>Recycle Materials (PD-20)</td>
<td>10-50% savings in paving costs</td>
<td>Travel time savings from reduced construction delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations and Maintenance</td>
<td>Bridge Management System (OM-08)</td>
<td>Reduce costs by extending the useful service-life of bridges through more efficient maintenance</td>
<td>Reduced travel time, vehicle operation, and accident-related costs as the result of bridge reconstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations and Maintenance</td>
<td>Road Weather Management (OM-12)</td>
<td>10-25% reduction in winter maintenance cost</td>
<td>Saves millions $ in travel delays</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The tool also illustrates economic, social, and environmental benefits of sustainability through best practices, helping to make a business case to senior-level management and other stakeholders. This can help agencies identify which criteria are important for their particular agency to pursue, given their agency’s goals and context.

Case studies show quantifiable economic benefits in accomplishing criteria requirements and can therefore help agencies make an economic business case for sustainability.

Utah DOT Example

Using INVEST, the Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) developed specific recommendations for sustainability improvements to its operations and maintenance program. One high priority recommendation resulting from the evaluation of OM-07 Pavement Management System was to implement collected LIDAR data into UDOT’s Pavement Management System (PMS). The recommendation also supplemented an effort at the time to switch from manual pavement condition assessment to automated data collection. UDOT calculated substantial cost savings from implementing this recommendation. The identified annual savings from automating the data collection and incorporating the LIDAR data are $39M. Adding up the total savings and dividing by the costs yields a benefit cost ratio of 3.5, meaning that the monetary benefits to UDOT of implementing the recommendation outweigh the costs by three and a half times.

UDOT also realized annual cost savings from establishing and implementing corridor performance measures for traffic signal operations (OM-13 Transportation Management and Operations). Another recommendation that came out of the INVEST self-assessment was to implement a “World Class” signal timing program with multiple ITS solutions and performance measures for traffic signal operations. The Department committed $3M annually to accomplish this target. They implemented real time performance measurement of traffic signals, installed dynamic dilemma zone detection on higher speed corridors, improved traffic signal operations support for regional impact events, installed corridor responsive ramp metering, and installed a traffic adaptive signal system. With these signal improvements, goods and service providers are able to move more efficiently to meet their schedules thanks to reduced traffic delays. Individuals spend less time on the road – allowing them more productive time each day. The traffic signal operations enhancements reduce congestion and crashes along with the resulting property damage, injuries, and associated traffic delays. Conservative annual savings for the signal timing program are estimated at over $5M for a Benefit/Cost ratio = 1.73.

MONITOR PERFORMANCE AND BENCHMARK WITH INVEST

INVEST is a valuable long term tool when used by an agency to monitor performance and quantify sustainability changes made over time. Rather than using INVEST as a one-time static assessment of a project or program, agencies across the U.S. are using INVEST to evaluate past performance, current performance, and identify goals for future performance. Some agencies have adopted INVEST to be used on a regular basis. For example, using INVEST yearly for the System Planning (SP) and Operations and Maintenance (OM) modules can help to benchmark the programs evaluated and document year-over-year achievement (performance monitoring) of sustainability goals. For an agency, the use of the Project Development (PD) module on every project can ensure a high standard of achievement across all projects and identify process improvements and standard specification modifications necessary to facilitate higher achievement on future projects. Using INVEST multiple times throughout the lifetime of a single project helps to identify potential sustainable solutions early in design, and then ensures those solutions are carried forward during design and construction.
Illinois Tollway Example

The Illinois Tollway is an example of an agency that used INVEST to benchmark and track planning programs and operations and maintenance programs, over time. First, the agency used both the SP and OM modules to score Illinois Tollway funding programs in four baseline years, as well as over thirty-five projects constructed between 1998 and 2014, ranging in cost from $400,000 to $134 million. Projects were evenly distributed amongst bridge, asphalt, and cement project types. The comprehensive scoring was done to set baselines for future work and identify potential barriers to implementing sustainable practices. The Illinois Tollway then determined in which areas their projects tended to score well and areas for improvement. They found steady sustainability progress on both the planning side and the operations and maintenance side. Now that the Illinois Tollway has established baseline performance, the agency will be evaluating and improving the sustainability of in-progress projects that are part of the $12 billion capital program. The agency will be using INVEST in a program-wide analysis to develop target scores, score projects during several stages of design, and then again after substantial completion. Each year they will look at the previous year’s scores and evaluate areas that need to change to improve overall sustainability. INVEST will allow them to identify institutional and other barriers that may be preventing implementation of sustainable practices. It also will be used to consistently report sustainability performance to stakeholders. The benchmarking done by the Illinois Tollway is one of the benefits of using INVEST over time.

Related to benchmarking and performance monitoring, INVEST can inform ongoing sustainability efforts when future plans, practices, and policies incorporate lessons learned from the agency’s self-evaluation. Many agencies across the country are realizing the quantifiable economic benefits of using INVEST over time. Measuring improvements before and after implementing recommendations stemming from INVEST evaluations is a strong business practice for agencies and creates a compelling case for continually improving upon sustainability goals. INVEST can also be used to evaluate and build upon existing sustainability efforts such as a strategic plan, like California Department of Transportation’s sustainability plan, or Minnesota DOT’s Sustainability Initiative.

Caltrans Example

California DOT’s (Caltrans) groundbreaking report, Smart Mobility 2010: A Call to Action for the New Decade, laid out a vision for developing a new approach to transportation that is multimodal, sustainable, and integrated with land use. As part of its continuing preparation for implementing the Smart Mobility Framework, Caltrans identified the sustainability tools, research, guidance, and best practices that have been developed or initiated since the publication of Smart Mobility 2010. After completing that investigation Caltrans chose to test the use of INVEST statewide to see how the tool could benefit the planning, programming, and maintenance of the California state highway system. This included an INVEST evaluation of their Operations & Maintenance Programs, System Planning, and Project Development for four specific projects. Caltrans found that the sustainability measures from INVEST could help them define their priorities and that the collaborative discussions spurred by the INVEST evaluations were invaluable. They also found the System Planning exercise to be useful during plan and guidance development.
Minnesota DOT Example

The Minnesota Department of Transportation’s (MnDOT) use of INVEST highlights the tool’s potential to improve an agency’s broad and ongoing sustainability efforts. In 2010, MnDOT established their Sustainability Initiative to create a broad focus on both internal and external sustainability for the agency, expanding the concept of sustainability beyond environmental issues to social and economic ones. Initial objectives for the Sustainability Initiative included gaining an understanding of what MnDOT was already doing well and establishing an agency-wide baseline. To aid with moving this initiative forward, MnDOT undertook a “stem-to-stern” self-evaluation, becoming the first state DOT to do so. MnDOT used INVEST to intensively investigate agency practices and policy and shape future improvements. Their project had three objectives: better understand and document the agency’s current practices; identify gaps and high-value opportunities; and establish priorities and next steps to further increase sustainability. The main outcome of using INVEST was that MnDOT developed a sustainability plan to provide policy direction, develop and track performance measures, and serve as a catalyst for increasing sustainability awareness and engagement throughout the agency and across all phases of the project life cycle (planning, project development and delivery, and maintenance and operations).
Integrate Sustainability into Projects and Programs

IMPROVE THE SUSTAINABILITY OF SPECIFIC TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS

The INVEST Project Development (PD) module provides guidance in improving the sustainability of individual transportation projects. Users of INVEST can take a prospective approach and evaluate projects that are planned or currently under development or take a retrospective approach and learn from projects already completed. Both types of evaluations can help agencies identify areas for improvement, while at the same time highlight areas in which the project or agency excels.

The Workshop Approach

Many project teams have found cross-discipline workshops to be an effective way to score projects and programs, discover ways of increasing the sustainability of current or future work, and increase awareness and understanding of sustainability. Not only do workshops help teams with identifying specific project improvements, but they also serve as a forum to collect vital feedback on ways to make programmatic adjustments to the processes that take place in planning, design, construction, and operations & maintenance.

Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT) used the INVEST PD module to prospectively evaluate the Casey Arborway Project, which will replace a structurally deficient 1950s era overpass with an at-grade roadway with enhanced transit, pedestrian, and bicycle connectivity. MassDOT convened an INVEST workshop of the entire project team, including designers, the consultant team, landscape architects, cultural resources, environmental, storm water, pavement, bridge, and community relations, as well as other staff who were not involved in the project but wanted to learn more about the tool.

The workshop allowed for discussion and consensus on different viewpoints and considerations in scoring each criterion. MassDOT discovered numerous areas where they could improve upon their practices in order to achieve more points, and hence greater sustainability, with future projects. These included making their contracting mechanism more inclusive of sustainability goals, leveraging existing project information to better track and report environmental commitments, formalizing a training process for environmental compliance commitments, and considering benefit-cost analyses and life cycle cost assessments for project elements. The agency hopes that the individuals involved in the workshop will provide greater consideration in terms of the INVEST criteria and sustainability moving forward in their daily work. The workshop also helped to open conversations with MassDOT leadership to gain the buy-in necessary to make sustainability practices at the agency routine and proactive.

Arizona DOT Example

The Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT) used INVEST to score twenty planned or under construction roundabout projects. Roundabouts have seen increased application across the United States and in Arizona due to their safety and congestion reduction benefits. ADOT found the scoring process helpful both in improving the sustainability of the individual roundabout projects and in understanding the sustainability of the state’s roundabout program as a whole. As a result, ADOT has committed to assessing of up to 30 other 5-year construction projects using INVEST to help identify meaningful process improvements.
KEEP PROJECTS ON TRACK TO MEET YOUR SUSTAINABILITY GOALS

While many transportation agencies use INVEST either proactively or retroactively to assess the sustainability of particular projects, INVEST can also be an effective tool to monitor and evaluate the progress of a project in development. Initial use of INVEST has led some users to establish a “sustainability schedule” or set of milestones at which points the project progress toward sustainability is evaluated. In the examples below, the agencies have institutionalized these practices to ensure ongoing tracking of sustainability goals in projects moving forward.

Illinois Tollway Example

The Illinois Tollway institutionalized the use of INVEST in its processes by identifying key decision points, responsible parties, actions, timelines, and templates for implementing INVEST. These processes are explained in the Illinois Tollway’s INVEST Project Development Manual. At the project level, the Illinois Tollway’s INVEST-related activities and submittals are organized around six key milestones highlighted in the figure below:

**Figure: Six Key Project Milestones for Illinois Tollway**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milestone</th>
<th>Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Conceptual Planning</td>
<td>• INVEST evaluation to identify sustainable solutions and establish target INVEST score.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30% Design</td>
<td>• Implement sustainable solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• INVEST evaluation to determine target INVEST score.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60% Design</td>
<td>• Implement sustainable solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% Design</td>
<td>• Implement sustainable solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• INVEST Evaluation to determine as-designed INVEST score.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-construction</td>
<td>• Discuss sustainable solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Design engineer hands off project to construction manager.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substantially Complete</td>
<td>• Construct sustainable solutions and use sustainable practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• INVEST evaluation to determine as-constructed INVEST score.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The planner, design engineer, and construction manager use an INVEST score sheet and INVEST tracking form to keep track of progress towards sustainability goals at each milestone. The Illinois Tollway has found this approach to greatly improve the sustainability of in-progress projects and ensure that the agency keeps on track to deliver its fifteen-year, $12 billion capital program to improve mobility, relieve congestion, and reduce congestion.

Ohio DOT Example

INVEST also helped the Ohio Department of Transportation (Ohio DOT) improve the sustainability of the largest project in Ohio DOT history, the replacement of the Cleveland Innerbelt Bridge on I-90, now called the George V. Voinovich Bridge. The project has two phases – the first was construction of the westbound bridge, completed in 2013; the second phase, design and construction of the eastbound bridge, began in 2014. Ohio DOT used INVEST to score the first phase to see if the project was meeting its goals. Ohio DOT found the process so valuable that the agency stipulated in its Request For Proposals (RFP) for the second phase of the project that the contractor use INVEST to demonstrate sustainability.
The Ohio DOT design-build team is delivering on the goals and managing the project with sustainability in mind. The team uses an INVEST task force consisting of experts in various aspects of the project (e.g., viaduct, pavement, stormwater, etc.) for the scoring process. The expert task force meets every two weeks to integrate INVEST criteria into day-to-day decisions on design, planning, and construction. As the project progresses, members of the scoring team not on the expert task force will meet every six months to re-score the project and track progress towards sustainability goals. The team uses the INVEST website, as well as an activity report, to track scoring, documentation, issues that must be resolved, and action items needed for the team to move forward in evaluating and resolving each criterion.

Some INVEST criteria require early consideration during design (such as PD-10 Pedestrian Access). By contrast, others require on-going tracking for the duration of construction (such as PD-29 Construction Waste Management Plan). To ensure that each criterion is addressed at the optimal time, the Ohio DOT contractor team developed a sustainability schedule intended to overlie the project schedule. The schedule highlights action items and key dates to ensure that the team makes efficient use of time and that windows of opportunity to fulfill INVEST criteria are not missed. This is particularly important for a large project in which decisions will be spread out over a long period of time.

**PROVIDE CONTRACTORS WITH INCENTIVES FOR MAXIMIZING SUSTAINABILITY**

To ensure they achieve their sustainability goals, some INVEST users have successfully embedded INVEST into contract documents and design-build processes. An agency clearly expresses a commitment to sustainability to potential bidders from the beginning by including INVEST criteria or requirements to use INVEST to demonstrate sustainability in procurement requests and contract mechanisms. The expectations are set early that the work to be done will be held to a high standard for sustainability. Examples from Ohio, Texas, and Oregon show that incorporating INVEST into project contracts provides contractors with incentives for maximizing sustainability and keeping costs low.

**Ohio DOT Example**

The Ohio DOT experience with INVEST started with use of the PD module for the westbound part of the George V. Voinovich Bridge Project. Following the success of this application, Ohio DOT incorporated a requirement to use INVEST to demonstrate sustainability into the RFP for the eastbound bridge's design-build contract. The RFP required the contractor to develop a sustainability plan and use INVEST to demonstrate sustainability achievements. Ohio DOT asked contractors to state in their proposals how many INVEST points they could deliver and to commit to achieving a certain sustainability level. In Ohio DOT's process of selecting the contractor, the contractor's sustainability commitments and plans were scored along with traditional criteria such as project management and design.

By including a requirement on INVEST in the RFP for the design-build contract, Ohio DOT provided a strong incentive for bidders to incorporate sustainability practices in their proposals while keeping costs competitive. The winning bidder committed to achieve a Platinum INVEST rating and bid below the Ohio DOT official engineering estimate. An eco-charrette with the winning contractor, Ohio DOT, and FHWA allowed all parties to further improve the project.

**Texas DOT Example**

Another example of an agency integrating INVEST as part of the design-build process comes from the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT). TxDOT used INVEST on the $750 million Harbor Bridge Replacement Project in Corpus Christi, which will be the longest cable-stayed bridge in the United States. TxDOT applied INVEST to the procurement phase of the project to ensure that sustainability principles are considered during its project development.
Using INVEST to Accomplish Your Goals

In July of 2014, FHWA hosted a workshop for TxDOT, the City of Corpus Christi, and the Corpus Christi MPO. The workshop provided an overview of the tool and a hands-on opportunity to work with the web-based modules. A representative from Ohio DOT attended the workshop and provided lessons learned from the Voinovich Bridge Replacement Project, including details regarding Ohio DOT’s RFP process. This workshop was instrumental in illustrating how INVEST could be used to achieve the triple bottom line of sustainability throughout its project development and design phases.

After the workshop, TxDOT moved forward in developing an RFP for the Harbor Bridge Replacement Project. The RFP required bidders to provide a Sustainability Plan that describes their approach and commitment to sustainable design, construction, and operational and maintenance practices to optimize and balance the environmental, social, and financial performance of the project. As part of the Sustainability Plan, bidders were required to demonstrate how they would achieve the Platinum level for the INVEST PD module and the Silver level for the OM module. TxDOT evaluated Sustainability Plans based on the demonstrated ability to achieve the performance targets for the PD and OM modules. Additionally, incorporation of sustainable design and construction practices was also part of the evaluation, with special emphasis on demonstration of sustainable project features and programs, and inclusion of community engagement and outreach practices (including environmental justice commitments and practices). TxDOT ultimately selected a team that committed to achieve the Platinum level for both the PD and OM modules.

TriMet Example

Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation District of Oregon (TriMet) used INVEST to evaluate the Portland Milwaukie Light Rail (PMLR) Transit Project. The PMLR scored well in terms of the application of INVEST philosophy and criteria. For instance, the project demonstrated strong sustainability performance with features such as pedestrian / bicycle paths on the new river bridge, planted trackway, wetland restoration, recycling, LED lighting, context sensitive development, regenerative braking, solar power, and ITS. However, the project lacked sufficient supporting documentation, contractual language, and systems in place to efficiently and holistically collect and interpret performance data in the context of specific metrics. Construction contracts did not include requirements to measure performance or ensure sustainability practices would be implemented. For example, contractors were not legally obligated to provide reports documenting recycled material practices, nor were they responsible for implementing alternative or innovative sustainability practices such as donating removed materials or deconstructing buildings.

As a result of using INVEST in its analysis of the PMLR project, TriMet identified several key factors for application to future projects, which included embedding the RFQ and RFP processes with sustainability language/expectations and scoring mechanisms, and establishing related contract language. Including sustainability priorities and practices in all contractual language will help to ensure contractor compliance with sustainability practices, data collection, and monitoring. New contract requirements will increase accountability, as well as consistency and uniformity of reporting procedures. Additionally, requiring staff and contractors to begin collecting and reporting on key sustainability practices from the beginning of a project will help to build momentum and ownership in capturing TriMet’s sustainability story.
**Integrate Sustainability into Projects and Programs**

**IMPROVE THE PLANNIMG PROCESS**

The System Planning (SP) module contains criteria focusing on the scoring of an agency’s long range transportation plan (LRTP), which includes the agency’s transportation planning process, project selection criteria, the TIP/STIP process, and project programming. The criteria can also be applied to other transportation planning documents, such as a unified planning work program (UPWP), corridor plans, modal plans, and visioning plans. As illustrated below, numerous MPOs have taken advantage of INVEST to improve regional planning processes and inform updates to LRTPs.

**Cape Cod MPO Example**

The Cape Cod Commission (CCC), which is the MPO for Cape Cod, Massachusetts, used the SP module to evaluate their current Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and inform the development of their next RTP. The current RTP scored well on many aspects of the criteria as INVEST aligned well with the CCC’s goals. The CCC found that they scored lower on aspects of INVEST criteria that required defined performance measures. The CCC developed a number of recommendations for their next RTP based on the INVEST evaluation, such as developing quantifiable performance measures in multiple areas (e.g. land use and economic development), considering the use of a standing technical advisory committee of internal and external environmental interests, better addressing public health considerations, and analyzing vulnerabilities to climate change and extreme weather.

**Kittery MPO Example**

The Kittery Area Comprehensive Transportation System (KACTS) is the MPO for the Maine portion of the Kittery-Portsmouth, Maine and Dover-Rochester, New Hampshire urbanized areas. KACTS utilized the SP module to score their approved 2010 LRTP and used the results to identify opportunities to better integrate and showcase sustainability principles in their 2014 LRTP. A committee was formed to score the 2010 LRTP with representation from KACTS staff, local municipalities, advocacy groups, Maine DOT, and the FHWA. The committee solely evaluated the content of the plan and did not award points for existing activities or programs that were not specifically mentioned. The scoring results highlighted numerous areas for improvement for future LRTP updates including the need for KACTS to better and more accurately reflect all of the programming that it completes every year.

KACTS used the results of the 2010 LRTP scoring process to guide and influence the development of the 2014 LRTP. KACTS recognized that the new plan should be more informative and useful for the public, and more clearly illustrate their practices, partnerships, policies, and programs that relate to sustainability. As a result, there was a marked increase in the number of points allocated to the 2014 LRTP compared with the 2010 LRTP. The considerable increase in points was mainly due to the addition of sustainability elements from the 2010 to the 2014 LRTP.

**North Central Texas COG Example**

The North Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG) serves as the COG for a 16-county region centered on Dallas and Fort Worth. NCTCOG assessed its adopted LRTP, Mobility 2035, using INVEST’s SP module to evaluate the update of the Dallas-Fort Worth Metropolitan Transportation Plan and assure that all possible sustainability opportunities had been covered. The INVEST results showed that local agencies had done a good job on operations and maintenance efforts that extend the useful life of infrastructure. The INVEST score also validated the COG’s effort to manage travel demand by improving the link between transportation and land use. Through use of the tool, NCTCOG found that it needed to improve the connection between asset management and planning, and to address infrastructure resiliency. NCTCOG then used sustainability best practices from INVEST to improve in these areas and incorporate changes in the next iteration of the LRTP.
With partner and stakeholder coordination, the NCTOG staff is currently working on efforts to link transportation asset management and planning on two regional freeway corridors: IH 35E and IH 20/IH 30. Additional pilot studies for several other corridors in the region are expected to begin in FY2015 and conclude later that year with a project prioritization list that will be recommended for incorporation into the upcoming Mobility 2040 plan. A final report will then be compiled to demonstrate the overall accomplishments and effectiveness of linkages between asset management and long range planning.

Cleveland MPO Example

The Northeast Ohio Areawide Coordinating Agency (NOACA), the MPO for Cleveland, Ohio, used the OM module to evaluate the effectiveness of its Regional Safety Program (RSP), improve its safety data analysis and reporting, and produce a Transportation Safety Action Plan (TSAP). The ultimate goal was to improve the region’s sustainability by reducing fatal and serious injuries. The INVEST tool allowed NOACA to assess sustainability of the current RSP and incorporate strategies into the development of the TSAP. The results were used to refine regional safety goals and objectives, evaluate and prioritize projects, and establish safety performance measures and targets.

Southern California MPO Example

The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG), Southern California’s MPO, used INVEST to evaluate its 2012–2035 Regional Transportation Plan/ Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS) and to make improvements to the next RTP/SCS based on the results. As part of the scoring process for the current RTP/SCS, SCAG found that INVEST was accurate in pointing out the strengths and weaknesses of its current LRTP processes. Moving ahead, SCAG plans to begin translating the assessment of the 2012 RTP/SCS into recommendations and actions for the development of the 2016 RTP/SCS.

CONDUCT PROGRAMMATIC EVALUATIONS AND MODIFY AGENCY GUIDELINES TO ADDRESS SUSTAINABILITY

While agencies can use INVEST to identify improvements for individual projects, the tool is also hugely informative and valuable for agencies looking to take a more holistic, programmatic approach to assessing a set of projects. This approach allows agencies to have a more complete picture of areas where the agency is excelling and where there is room for improvement. As highlighted below, multiple entities have capitalized on INVEST to help them carry out programmatic evaluations of agency construction practices.

Western Federal Lands Example

FHWA, through its Western Federal Lands Highway Division (WFL), has taken advantage of the PD module to evaluate the sustainability of its projects, increase awareness, and identify areas of improvement for current and future projects. Western Federal Lands has scored over 20 projects in the last few years. The experience helped WFL identify where they tend to score well and where they do not tend to score well. WFL has also identified areas for improvement for subsequent projects. These include adding a requirement for contractors to track waste, transitioning from hot to warm mix asphalt, and exploring how to increase reuse of rock material (particularly important in the context of parks since imported rocks must be heated and washed to avoid invasive species). Using INVEST to look across a set of projects to make adjustments programmatically to overall processes helped WFL maximize sustainability improvements.

In addition to programmatic evaluations, INVEST can also be a useful tool in steering the modification of internal policies and guidelines to better incorporate and solidify sustainable practices. This approach allows agencies to move beyond a project-by-project application of sustainability principles and practices to a more systematic way of integrating sustainability into agency processes and procedures.
Washington DOT Example

WSDOT used the SP module to score three corridor planning studies in the Seattle/Tacoma metropolitan area and then integrated the recommendations that came out of the INVEST evaluation into WSDOT’s updated Practical Planning Guidelines. WSDOT planners across the state use these guidelines to develop corridor, sub-area, and modal plans. One of the greatest benefits of integrating INVEST into WSDOT’s updated planning guidelines will be to help planners view their work through a sustainability lens built upon a well-developed and nationally vetted framework. This provides a methodology for planners to begin implementing WSDOT’s sustainability values into their everyday work.

MAXIMIZE SUSTAINABILITY OF OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS

Beyond its PD and SP modules, INVEST also offers agencies best practices to enhance the sustainability of operations and maintenance programs using the OM module. The OM module focuses on the scoring of an agency’s internal system operations, asset management, and maintenance activities performed on the agency’s infrastructure. The data collected from operations and maintenance and identification of new project needs can be used to inform the System Planning step to complete the lifecycle of projects.

Delaware DOT Example

The Delaware Department of Transportation (DelDOT) used the OM module to score its Pavement and Rehabilitation Program and other OM activities. Even though DelDOT has actively employed sustainable practices (such as the use of recycled materials) for over 20 years, the agency had never quantified these efforts prior to INVEST. By using INVEST, DelDOT was able to measure the sustainability achievement of its Pavement and Rehabilitation Program and identify areas for improvement across many aspects of project delivery. Examples of opportunities to enhance the agency’s sustainability efforts included improving the tracking and monitoring of recycling, increasing the use of alternative fuels in fleet vehicles, and considering the use of performance metrics for traffic control plans.

Utah DOT Example

Utah DOT (UDOT) is another agency that has spearheaded the use of the OM module. UDOT initially used INVEST in the winter of 2011-2012 to develop specific recommendations for sustainability improvements to its OM Program. UDOT then performed a new self-evaluation in the summer of 2014 to measure progress and identify room for improvement. UDOT found that it had made progress in a number of areas. While UDOT’s most recent INVEST evaluation revealed that the sustainability of the agency’s operations and maintenance program is strong and improving, striving for even further improvement, UDOT developed six additional recommendations for future action.

Montana DOT Example

Montana DOT (MDT) evaluated the agency’s OM practices using INVEST criteria OM-2 and OM-3, focusing on sustainability areas that might save money, such as fuel and electrical efficiency. MDT also conducted a benefit-cost analysis related to OM-4 evaluating a potential pilot for incorporating recycling at MDT rest areas in MDT District 1. As part of this analysis MDT reviewed other states rest area recycling practices. MDT determined that while the direct monetary benefits to MDT are small, the costs of instituting a recycling collection system are also small, and such an effort would enhance MDT’s green image. Based on the INVEST evaluation and the related cost-benefit analyses, MDT is considering implementing improvements to its processes to better document MDT’s progress toward sustainability.
Pennsylvania DOT Example

Pennsylvania DOT (PennDOT) recently used INVEST to evaluate its OM Programs. PennDOT used all fourteen INVEST OM criteria plus SP-14 (Transportation Systems Management & Operations), to evaluate and improve their sustainability practices. The INVEST team conducted interviews with subject matter experts for each OM criterion. They found that operations were quite decentralized. In order to make sure they did not miss any information, and that the final score was accurate and reflected current practices, the team needed to speak with a wide variety of staff from across the agency. PennDOT subsequently held a scoring workshop and finalized the INVEST results, which included opportunities for improvements going forward. PennDOT concluded that they will improve their INVEST scores and sustainability by addressing the following initiatives: Develop and implement a comprehensive sustainability plan; Formalize coordination or create a partnership with the Department of General Services; and Increase development and implementation of quantifiable performance metrics related to sustainable practices.
Improve Education and Understanding of Sustainability

**CHANGE THE PERCEPTION OF SUSTAINABILITY**

INVEST is helping agencies and stakeholders define in new ways what sustainability means for the transportation sector. The application of INVEST helps to mature the topic of sustainability by taking it beyond standard environmental considerations. Using the triple-bottom-line concept, INVEST makes sustainability more relevant at DOTs and other transportation agencies in that it highlights social and economic benefits, expanding the perception of what it is to be “sustainable” and how these practices can be incorporated into daily practices. Agencies commonly found that the longer they used INVEST, the more engrained it became in their culture. For instance, through the concepts instilled by INVEST, project managers know which sustainability considerations to look for at the beginning and throughout a project, plan, or program.

**Federal Lands Example**

FLH also found that INVEST helped them to further develop their definition of sustainability. FLH reported that their use of INVEST is intended mainly for training to encourage internal considerations of livability, sustainability, and context-sensitive solutions. FLH’s goals are to make sustainability part of standard procedures, and to emphasize that sustainability is not just environmentally or safety related, but also includes economic and social impacts. The focus of INVEST on the triple bottom line is helping FLH achieve this goal as they use the tool.

**Utah DOT Example**

At Utah DOT (UDOT), using INVEST helped to broaden the agency’s definition of sustainability and how staff view and understand sustainability as it relates to transportation. A member of the UDOT INVEST team recognized that staff members did not formally consider the agency as “sustainable.” However, the way INVEST presents the three principles of sustainability resonated with the state and illustrated that agency practices are already sustainable in various aspects. Using INVEST helped UDOT take sustainability from a purely environmental concept to a broader, more inclusive concept that addresses social and economic issues. INVEST has also helped the agency to realize the benefits of sustainability, and gain traction on initiatives like active transportation and health in transportation.

Many users of INVEST have found the materials associated with the tool to be valuable and easy-to-use for planning, programming, and project development. Some agencies—including the Illinois Tollway and state DOTs in Utah and Washington—used INVEST to inform updates to their planning guidelines and standard operating procedures, while other agencies used INVEST materials as a day-to-day reference for sustainability considerations. Additionally, many agencies identified the INVEST case studies as helpful in illustrating how
best practices are obtainable by any agency. Ultimately, INVEST could become a one-stop-shop of sustainability references for DOTs and transportation agencies throughout the country.

District of Columbia DOT Example

District of Columbia DOT (DOT) appreciated the ability of INVEST to provide a consistent reference for sustainability practices. The agency recognized that the best aspects of using the self-evaluation tool were the ability to quantify sustainability and the consistency of these quantification methods. Staff members at DDOT noted that sustainability can often harbor philosophical debates; whereas, the INVEST tool allows the agency to illustrate sustainability benefits through quantifiable measures and “bring everyone onto the same page” since the tool leaves little room for interpretation. Going forward, the agency plans to create a baseline of new projects and then score these projects over time as they move through project development process. DDOT staff members are looking forward to seeing the longitudinal results afforded by INVEST being used as a consistent reference.

MOTIVATE AND ENCOURAGE INNOVATIONS

Agencies specifically laud INVEST for motivating project managers to go the extra mile to achieve higher scores for their project, program, or plan. This motivation generates innovation, by inspiring staff to find ways to add sustainable elements and practices to their work while staying within budget. INVEST can also encourage staff by recognizing and acknowledging existing sustainability efforts that push the envelope and go above and beyond typical requirements.

Arizona DOT Example

In addition to using the INVEST modules to support sustainability planning, design, and operations at the agency, ADOT also used the tool to design an internal sustainability project development award that encourages district engineers to go above and beyond standard practices as measured by INVEST criteria. The agency created this avenue to increase exposure to and familiarity with sustainability throughout the agency.

Western Federal Lands Example

WFL rewards innovation using the PD module to score, rank, and select the recipient of its Annual Sustainability Award. Starting in 2012, WFL instituted the award to better market and showcase WFL sustainability efforts. During the first year, WFL compiled a list of 17 eligible (under-construction or recently constructed) projects including new construction and rehabilitation projects. As part of the scoring process, WFL met with each of the project managers to discuss the scope of the projects and identify sustainability features. In 2013, WFL scored and ranked all of their existing large scale projects to determine the Annual Sustainability Award winner. An added benefit of the award was that project managers were interested to learn what the award winner had done and what they could do better. Now project managers are trying to better incorporate sustainability throughout the entire project development process. Overall the Annual Sustainability Award is contributing to a culture of sustainability at WFL and increasing awareness by providing a quantifiable way to define and measure sustainability.
EMPHASIZE OUTCOMES OVER SCORE

While INVEST is a tool meant to evaluate the sustainability of a particular project or program, its inherent value is not the score it produces, but the outcomes it achieves and the recommendations it generates. A recurring theme in the feedback FHWA received on INVEST is that agencies care more about the benefits of INVEST through generating conversation, enhancing sustainability practices, and establishing benchmarks, and less about their final scores.

Kittery MPO Example

The Kittery Area Comprehensive Transportation System (KACTS) used INVEST to broadly improve sustainability principles and outcomes in their long range transportation plan (LRTP). They used the SP module to score their approved 2010 LRTP and used the results to identify opportunities to better integrate and showcase sustainability principles in their 2014 LRTP. The scoring committee solely evaluated the content of the plan and did not award points for existing activities or programs that were not specifically mentioned. This approach to scoring led to the 2010 LRTP receiving a total score of 17 out of 250 possible points. The scoring results highlighted numerous areas for improvement for future LRTP updates including the need for KACTS to better and more accurately reflect all of the programming that it completes every year. Their use of INVEST was therefore a means by which they could improve their plan, rather than focus solely on their final score.

Washington DOT Example

Similarly, Washington DOT (WSDOT) approached application of the INVEST tool without the desire to obtain a specific score; rather, members at the agency wanted to identify the next incremental steps to becoming more sustainable. Performing the evaluation process served primarily to facilitate conversations and learn about sustainability.

BUILD INTELLECTUAL CAPACITY

Users of INVEST have also applauded its educational benefits and its ability to help build intellectual capacity within transportation agencies. In addition to framing the topic of sustainability and encouraging internal communications across disciplines, INVEST trainings and workshops promote staff understanding of sustainable practices and provide concrete examples of how to better integrate and implement innovative elements into projects, plans, and programs.

Eastern Federal Lands Example

The Eastern Federal Lands Highway Division (EFL) within FLH has provided training on sustainability and livability for a number of years, and more recently incorporated INVEST into that training. EFL decided to embed concepts from INVEST’s PD module into their Construction Winter Training Program, the aim of which is to increase awareness and facilitate greater discussion about sustainability while further integrating sustainability considerations into project planning, design, and construction. As part of the training, EFL provides project teams with design alternatives and innovative approaches to better address context-sensitivity issues, apply livability principles, and incorporate sustainable highway practices featured in INVEST. As a result of these trainings and the need to better inform staff of the environmental process and CSS, in 2012, EFL implement-
ed an Environmental Sustainability review. The review is now completed for each project during the initial scoping meeting to identify opportunities for reducing environmental impacts and for improving long-term sustainability. This review reflects INVEST criteria and serves as a checklist to ensure that sustainability is considered by project teams early and often during the project development process.

Central Federal Lands Example

The Central Federal Lands Highway Division (CFL) is using INVEST as a knowledge transfer tool to better inform staff of sustainable highway practices and as a mechanism to share lessons learned to help identify improvements for future projects. In 2013, CFL used the PD module to carry out INVEST evaluations for three separate under-construction or recently constructed projects. Scoring team members gathered for kickoff meetings, were assigned criteria based on their area of expertise, wrote how their project addressed each criterion, and developed scoring summaries. These summaries described how the team carried out the scoring process, identified any issues they encountered, and recommended several criteria to focus on for future projects. CFL has shared the lessons learned from the scoring process with its staff members and will use the knowledge imparted through the scoring summaries to select and prioritize sustainability improvements in the future. By sharing information and lessons learned, CFL is increasing intellectual capacity and exposing more staff to sustainability concepts, approaches, and applications. To further learn and grow from their involvement in using INVEST, project teams made several recommendations on ways to enhance and improve the sustainability of future projects.
Facilitate Internal and External Communication and Outreach

ENCOURAGE INTERNAL COMMUNICATION

In addition to advancing more sustainable practices, INVEST can also be a powerful mechanism to encourage internal communication within agencies. When staff from different departments within an agency collaborate to evaluate a project using INVEST, this opens lines of communication that will likely carry over into other aspects of an agency’s work. Many agencies that have used INVEST see it as a tool to initiate conversations between agency divisions and departments as a way to encourage the breakdown of “silos”. Many agencies convened individuals from various divisions or levels to complete the INVEST evaluation, because not only did their INVEST teams recognize that various divisions overlap in planning, programming, and project development, but that they also needed subject matter experts from a variety of fields to assist in scoring. Oftentimes cross-collaboration, such as that inspired by using INVEST, can help these individuals learn from one another to make the scoring a cross-discipline learning process, as well as a more effective one.

Washington DOT Example

Numerous agencies have experienced success in facilitating internal communication within their agencies as a product of using INVEST. Washington DOT (WSDOT) involved approximately 30 people in the scoring of their SR 520 Project using the PD module. Scoring of each criterion involved personnel from different internal divisions, including the Urban Planning Office, the Public Transportation Division (multimodal focus), and the Community Transportation Planning Office, as well as coordination with consultants and state employees. Using INVEST for these evaluations allowed WSDOT to collaborate with subject matter experts—in transit operations, climate change, policy, emergency management, and bridge programs. The experts reviewed WSDOT’s planning practices, identified best practices from their perspective, and examined the INVEST tool criteria to help score the evaluation. INVEST also helped to spur discussion in individual project disciplines and leader to a larger conversation about what sustainability means to the agency as a whole.

Arizona DOT Example

Arizona DOT (ADOT) also had success in improving internal communication while using INVEST. The agency brought together project managers with designers, planners, and engineers for internal scoring workshops. In general, senior project managers and designers seldom interact and have different vantages in terms of work and scope, even within the same agency. For the ADOT internal scoring workshops, each project manager partnered with a designer, planner, or engineer with an analyst perspective in order to score a project, which was an effective method to facilitate conversation across divisions within the agency. This method also allowed both parties to gather a new perspective of the plan, project, or program being evaluated and consider strategic methods outside of their normal spheres for achieving higher scores in the future.

FACILITATE EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION

While INVEST can be extraordinarily beneficial in encouraging internal communication, it can also be quite helpful in facilitating communications with partner agencies, municipalities, political organizations, and other stakeholders. Through its criteria, INVEST encourages users to work more closely with outside agencies to coordinate and advance sustainability efforts.
Arizona DOT Example

ADOT found the SP module to be an effective tool for facilitating partnerships with local governments. The agency conducted INVEST workshops with local agencies, such as the city of Sedona, to improve sustainability outcomes and communication, especially where state highway actions directly impact local governments and vice versa.

Cape Cod MPO Example

INVEST inherently has the potential to increase public relations opportunities (such as conversations with stakeholder and municipal partners) that help to promote an agency’s use of INVEST. For example, in Massachusetts, the Cape Cod Commission (CCC), a regional planning agency, used the PD module, and as a result the Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT) reached out to the CCC to discuss their use of the tool. MassDOT met with the CCC prior to using INVEST in order to discuss the CCC’s experience and identify areas for potential collaboration, which increased the tool’s effectiveness at both the regional and state levels.

Springfield MPO Example

The MPO for Springfield, IL, Springfield Sangamon County Regional Planning Commission (SSPC), also used INVEST to improve communication with external stakeholders. The SSPC applied criteria from the PD module to a corridor improvement project along the Peoria Road / Route 66 Corridor. The MPO held a workshop with stakeholder agencies in the region, including city officials and the state DOT. Planners explained how the INVEST tool measures sustainability and how it could be applied to the corridor project. They showed visuals of each of the key criteria analyzed, outlining very clearly the requirements for receiving points, and showing where improvements could be made at specific locations along the corridor. Planners also showed before and after visuals with photographs depicting the corridor’s current status, and mock-ups depicting its appearance after installation of the sustainability improvements suggested by the INVEST criteria. One of the key outcomes of using INVEST to score the corridor project was that it raised interest among Springfield stakeholders in implementing sustainability practices.

DEMONSTRATE A COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY AND SELF-IMPROVEMENT

INVEST can be a vital tool for helping public relations and outreach and soliciting pertinent and necessary feedback from community stakeholders. INVEST can also be helpful in explaining sustainability concepts to the general public and getting community support for a particular project, plan, or program.

Ohio DOT Example

The INVEST application benefited Ohio DOT District 12 from a public relations perspective. The Cleveland Innerbelt Bridge Project website features a “Sustainability Initiatives” page that tracks progress toward sustainability goals and highlights recognitions that the project received. Using INVEST for the bridge project gave Ohio DOT the ability to celebrate their daily environmental and economic business practices and demonstrate the effective use of tax dollars to decision-makers and their constituents.
Kittery MPO Example

The Kittery Area Comprehensive Transportation System (KACTS) MPO in southern Maine used INVEST to help show their commitment to continual self-improvement as they strive to improve the sustainability of their planning efforts over time. KACTS used INVEST to score their 2010 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) and used the results to inform the creation of the 2014 LRTP. The LRTP working group recognized that the updated plan should be more informative and useful for the public to more clearly illustrate their practices, partnerships, policies, and programs that relate to sustainability. The change in content from the 2010 to the 2014 LRTP and this iterative process showed their stakeholders that they were committed to self-improvement and led to a considerable increase in points scored.
INVESTing Time

The amount of time required to use INVEST varies greatly by agency and application. The first time an agency uses INVEST there will be a learning curve to become familiar with the tool. Subsequent evaluations will see a significant decrease in time. A typical process for using INVEST first requires a point person to browse the tool and become familiar with how it works. This typically takes about a day. After that, the person will need to identify subject matter experts and have them gather supporting documents that they will each use to develop an initial score. The agency may then choose to hold a workshop so that all experts and stakeholders can reach consensus on their scores and discuss options for sustainability improvements. Finally, the agency can use this final score and the options for improvements discussed, to develop, analyze, and implement recommendations for improving future sustainability practices at their agency. Since INVEST is very much a learning tool, the time spent discussing sustainability, specific scores on criteria, and practical changes for the future is very valuable.

A more intensive use of INVEST could include detailed analyses of the costs, benefits, and implementation considerations for sustainability practices. Transportation agencies could also choose to spend more in-depth time to rescore and re-analyze a project using INVEST at certain milestones. Tracking performance in this way can provide long-term benefits for an agency and ensure that sustainability practices are continuing to be implemented. The graphics below and on the next page showcase the wide variety of time that INVEST users spend on scoring projects through the PD module and plans through the SP module.

Figure: Time and Labor Spent on PD Module

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>INVEST Users</th>
<th>Workshop Time</th>
<th>Individual Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cape Cod Commission</td>
<td>Hyannis Access Study</td>
<td>Seven staff on interdisciplinary team</td>
<td>Full day</td>
<td>Three to four staff spending half days for a week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia DOT</td>
<td>Retrospective evaluation of a project</td>
<td>Project Development and Environmental Office Team</td>
<td>No workshop</td>
<td>Several days for data collection; collectively scored the project, which took approximately four hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington State DOT</td>
<td>Retrospective evaluation of SR 520 Project</td>
<td>22-person interdisciplinary scoring team including staff and contractors</td>
<td>No workshop</td>
<td>Each scorer spent approximately one hour for initial responses, with minor additional time for follow-up questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Figure: Time and Labor Spent on SP Module

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Plan</th>
<th>INVEST Users</th>
<th>Workshop Time</th>
<th>Individual Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cape Cod Commission</td>
<td>2012 Regional Transportation Plan</td>
<td>Eight staff on interdisciplinary team</td>
<td>Full day</td>
<td>Three to four staff spending half days for a week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kittery Area Comprehensive Transportation System</td>
<td>2010 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) and 2014 LRTP</td>
<td>Review Committee with representation from local municipalities, advocacy groups, Maine DOT, and FHWA</td>
<td>6 hour workshop</td>
<td>Plans were scored as a group at the workshop, instead of individually. In advance of workshop committee members allocated a couple of hours each to familiarize themselves with the tool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC)</td>
<td>Transportation 2040 Update</td>
<td>11 staff within long-range transportation planning team</td>
<td>No workshop</td>
<td>Equivalent of having three full time staff over the course of three to four days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington State DOT</td>
<td>Corridor Studies</td>
<td>Nine staff on interdisciplinary scoring team assisted by 28 subject matter experts (internal and external)</td>
<td>Full day</td>
<td>Individuals spent several hours each filling out a pre-workshop score sheet for each criterion and consulting subject matter experts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INVESTing Time**
Relating INVEST to Other Sustainability Tools

While there are other sustainability tools available that address different aspects of the highway profession, INVEST is the only tool that meets all of the following:

- Specific to transportation
- Covers the full transportation life-cycle, from early system planning, through preliminary design, final design and construction, and continuing through operations and maintenance.
- Free
- Based on a self-evaluation
- Does not require third party certification

INVEST can be used on its own, in conjunction with other tools, or tailored to meet a specific agency’s needs. FHWA drew upon ideas from other rating systems during the development of INVEST and continues to coordinate with developers of other tools.

In short, INVEST is practical and built for the real world: completely voluntary, private, free, flexible and practical.

The figure below summarizes INVEST’s niche among other tools related to sustainability and infrastructure:

**Figure: Comparison of Sustainability Evaluation Tools**

---

*Credit for graphic: Lisa Reid, Anneke Davis, Tim Bevan, CH2M Hill*
**USE IN CONJUNCTION WITH OTHER TOOLS**

While INVEST was created to be used as a separate tool, it can also easily be used in conjunction with other tools. Developed by CH2M Hill, the following seven step approach provides the framework for how any agency would go about using multiple sustainability tools in conjunction with one another:

**Figure: Seven Step Approach to Using Multiple Sustainability Tools Together**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 1</th>
<th>• Define a Sustainable Roadway</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td>• Confirm Sustainability Goals – tailored to your agency’s priorities and needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3</td>
<td>• Understand Context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td>• Identify a Range of Sustainable Solutions – using multiple sustainability tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 5</td>
<td>• Evaluate to Determine Appropriate Solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 6</td>
<td>• Track Progress throughout Implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 7</td>
<td>• Lessons Learned/Feedback</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“The use of one or more evaluation tools will likely provide a greater selection of applicable sustainable solutions. This is advantageous as it can maximize the number of solutions that best fit the context and phase of the project. In addition, focusing on only one evaluation tool can skew the project team to prioritize high point value solutions to achieve credit for actions that may not be sustainable. Using multiple evaluation tools and evaluating their solutions against the goals of an agency or project provides the project team an opportunity to focus on key sustainability goals and accomplish them without losing focus by trying to score highly within any particular tool.”

– An Approach for Integrating Sustainability into Roadway Project Development[1]

Using INVEST to Accomplish Your Goals

**Introduction**

An example of an agency that used INVEST along with another sustainability tool is TriMet. In addition to INVEST, TriMet also used the Envision Sustainable Infrastructure Rating System as the basis for creating an initial sustainability matrix for the Portland Milwaukie Light Rail (PMLR) Transit Project. Envision is the product of a joint collaboration between the Zofnass Program for Sustainable Infrastructure, the Harvard University Graduate School of Design, and the Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure. It is intended to provide a holistic framework for evaluating and rating the community, environmental, and economic benefits of projects. Using these two sustainability evaluation tools together was hugely beneficial to TriMet and cannot be overemphasized. Envision is designed to focus more broadly on many different types of infrastructure projects, and it provided an initial matrix from which to develop an exhaustive list of criteria that engendered the collection of available data. Used in conjunction with INVEST, these metrics helped to clarify project accomplishments, serve as a baseline for the INVEST analysis, and highlight gaps in either systems or practices currently in place.

**CUSTOMIZE TO MEET AGENCY NEEDS**

INVEST is a national tool designed to meet the needs of a broad range of agencies who have the flexibility to use the tool to best serve their needs. As such, some of the criteria, or some aspects of some criteria may not apply well to all agencies. For example, the Project Development module provides a custom scorecard to address this issue and better meet the needs of different types of projects. Also, because INVEST is a self-evaluation tool, users can interpret the criteria through the lens of their particular context rather than following the criterion exactly. As INVEST is intended to measure performance above and beyond current requirements and typical practices, agencies should not expect to score points on every criterion. The value of INVEST lies more in the process of evaluation and working towards improving sustainability outcomes rather than focusing solely on the score itself.

**Illinois Tollway Example**

One such agency that adapted the tool to meet their needs is the Illinois Tollway. Illinois Tollway developed supplemental text to add to existing INVEST criteria and developed some of their own criteria based on Tollway-specific needs. The supplements incorporated additional best practices and scoring elements into the INVEST criteria. Some were specific to the Tollway while others come from other sustainability rating systems, including I-LAST and Greenroads.

In addition, the Illinois Tollway added criteria in areas they felt were important, but that were not already covered by INVEST. These included criteria such as regional employment, which were not appropriate at the national level, as well as criteria related to goals that are important to the Illinois Tollway’s service area, such as visual aesthetics and light pollution. The Illinois Tollway has also developed a criterion for the incorporation of innovative sustainable roadway design or construction practices to allow for the use of cutting edge technology and encourage the development of new methods.